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The Guardian

Wednesday,

April 19, 2000

Campus Crime
ARSON/RELATED
April I: Criminal damaging
was reported on
Springwood Lane.
April 2: Criminal damaging
was reported in Pine Hall.
ASSAULT
April 3: An assault was
reported in Hamilton Hall.
DRUG OFFENSES
April 7: A drug abuse
charge was filed on
Kauffman Road.
LARCENY/THEFT
April 3: A theft was reported in the University
Bookstore.
April 5: A theft was reported in the Student
Union.
April 6: A theft from a
motor vehicle was reported
in Parking Lot 4.
April 6: A theft from a

LARCENY/THEFT CONT.
motor vehicle was reported
in Springwood Lane.
April 6: A theft from a
motor vehicle was reported
in Parking Lot 1.
LIQUOR OFFENSES
April 1:

Underage consump-

tion of alcohol was reported
in Parking Lot 7.
MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT ·
April 4: A motor vehicle
was stolen from Parking Lot

7.
OFFENSE OF THE PUBLIC
PEACE
April 1: Telephone harassment was reported in
Hamilton Hall.
•
April 1: A false fire alarm
went off in the Student
Union.
April 7: A false fire alarm
went off in Hamilton Hall.

SHARE OUR VISION
OF ENDLESS
ACHIEVEMENT
A

dynamic computer industry leader,

Midwest Micro manufactures private-iabcl,

build-to-order PCs and also serves as the

nation's one-stop" mail-order computer
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shop. Known for product and service
excellence, our innovative organization
is looking forward to a future of
~
continuing achievement and growth
~
__,,
that you can share by joining our
team.
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WE WILL BE ON CAMPUS

WHERE: STUDENT UNION
WHEN: MONDAY,

APRIL 24, 2000
TIME: 9 A.M.- NOON
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We have immediate openings for:

TPat- lie Teck Sppovt
Representatives

Campus Calendar
Wednesday, April 19
• Art Auction in Student Union
Atrium. View work at 10 a.m.
The auction will take place 11
am. until 2 p.m.
• Theta Chi meeting at 7 p.m. in
El 54 Student Union.
• Big Brothers, Big Sisters
meeting at 4 p.m. in El 63A
Student Union.
• Phi Delta Epsilon meeting at 5
p.m. in El 54 Student Union.
• Zeta Tau Alpha meeting at 6
p.m. in El 56A Student Union.
· UAB Movie Night: Caddyshack
in El 63B Student Union at 7
p.m., cosponsored by University
College Council.
• Study of Hebrews in W025
Student Union at noon, sponsored by Life and Truth.
• MSA prayers at 1 p.m. in W025
Student Union.
• Campus Crusade for Christ
prayer at 9:15 p.m. in Rike
Lounge.
• NPHC meeting at 4 p.m. in
El 56A Student Union.
• Lambda Union meeting at 7
p.m. Call 775-5565 for the
meeting place.
Thursday, April 20
• Campus Crusade for Christ
meeting at 8 p.m. in 001A
Medical Science Building.
• Video Game Night in the Rat
from 7 to 10 p.m., sponsored by
theUAB.
• MSA prayers at 2 p.m. in W025
Student Union.
• Sigma Phi Epsilon meeting at
3:30 p.m. in E163B Student
Union.
• Sigma Phi Epsilon meeting at 7
p.m. in El 54 Student Union.
• Phi Sigma Phi meeting at 8:30
p.m. in Wl 69C Student Union.
• Baptist Collegiate Ministries
meeting at 5 p.m. in El 63
Student Union.
Friday, April 21

In this vital role, you will:

· Respond to inquiries from internal and external customers
• Provide information on how to use products properly
· Troubleshoot/solve specific operational problems using work

instruction or technical knowledge'
if unable to
assist a customer
· Keep your supervisor updated on consistent problems
• Transfer calls to an Escalated Service Representative

• Expedite requests for replacing defective parts, returns. or repairs,
within company guidelines
• Complete, maintain, and process pertinent paperwork and
records, including, but not limited to, detailed notes from each
call for tracking

In addition to the valuable experience you gain, there are many

advantages to joining the team at Midwest Micro.

Stop by our booth to learn more.

If unable to visit us on campus, send resume to: MidWest Micro,
6990 State Route 36, Fletcher, OH 45326, Fax 800-445-7879, call
our Employment Line: 800-728-8581 or visit our Website:

www.mwmicro.com. EOE M/F/0/V

MIDWEST MICRO
A SYSTEMAX COMPANY
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• Study of Revelation in W025
Student Union at 7 p.m.,
sponsored by Life and Truth.
• LIFE meeting at 5 p.m. in 126
Allyn Hall.
. MSA prayers at 2 p.m. in W025
Student Union.
Saturday, April 22
· Trinity United Church Council
meeting at Wl 69C Student
Union.
• MSA prayers at 1 p.m. in W025
Student Union.
• Iota Phi Theta meeting at 8:30
p.m. in Student Union Multipurpose Room.
Sunday, April 23
• Delta Zeta meeting at 3 p.m. in
El 56A Student Union.
• Zeta Tau Alpha meeting at 4
p.m. in E163 Student Union.
• Delta Sigma Theta meeting at
4 p.m. in El 56C Student Union.
• Phi Sigma Phi meeting at 5
p.m. in El 54 Student Union.
• Sigma Phi Epsilon meeting at 5
p.m. in El 5 7A Student Union.
. Phi Mu meeting at 5 p.m. in
El 5 7B Student Union.
• Alpha Xi Delta meeting at 5:30
p.m. in Student Union
Lounge.
· Comic Explosion in Student
Union Multipurpose Room at 7
p.m.
·Black Student Union meeting
at 7 p.m. in El 5 7 Student Union.
• Delta Tau Delta meeting at 7
p.m. in El 56A Student Union.
• Beta Theta Pi meeting at 7 p.m.
in Wl 5 5 Student Union
. RUTH meeting at 8 p.m. in
Student Union Upper Hearth
Lounge.
Monday, April 24
• Student Entrepreneurs United
meeting at 3 p.m. in El 5 7A
Student Union
• Wright Word Impact Group
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• National Panhellenic meeting

at 3:30 p.m. in El57B Student
Union.
• Theta Chi meeting at 7 p.m. in
El 54 Student Union.
• Jewish Student Union meeting
at 7:30 p.m. in El 56A Student
Union.
• Student Alumni Association
meeting at 5:30 p.m. in El63B
Student Union.
Wednesday, April 26
·UAB Movie Night: Fear and
Loathing in Las Vegas at 7 p.m.
in El63B Student Union.
• Living with Grief: Children,
Adolescents & Loss teleconference from 12:15 p.m. to 4:45
p.m. in the Student Union
Multipurpose Room, sponsored
by WSU Department of Social
Work and the Children's Medical
Center.
• Study of Hebrews in W025
Student Union at noon, spon- sored by Life and Truth.
• MSA prayers at 2 p.m. in W02
Student Union.
• NPHC meeting at 4 p.m. in
El S 7A Student Union
• Lambda Union meeting at 7
p.m. Call 775-5565 for the
meeting place.
• Theta Chi meeting at 4 p.m. in
El 5 7A Student Union
• Big Brothers, Big Sisters
meeting at 4 p.m. in El63A
Student Union.
• Phi Delta Epsilon meeting at 5
p.m. in El 54 Student Union
• Zeta Tau Alpha meeting at 6
p.m. in El 56A Student Union

Attentionall

s, faculty and
staff:

The GammaDelta

4/20: Video Game Night in the RAT.

currentlyseeking

C B

T 0

meeting in first floor of Oak Hall
Lounge at 6 p.m.
• MSA prayers at 2 p.m. in W02 5
Student Union
• Lambda Union meeting at 7
p.m. in W02 5 Student Union. •
• Phi Sigma Pi meeting at 7:30
p.m. inW169B Student Union.
Tuesday, April 25

4/19: Spring Flim Series presents:
Caddyshackco-sponsored by
University College Council at 7pm
in E163 SU. Free admission.
Come play your favorite video
games from 7-10pm.

A·
M

• Phi Alpha Delta meeting at 2

p.m. in 437 Millett Hall.

4/27: Battle of the Bands
•at the Nutter Center

Chapter at WSU is

nominations for members
who have demonstrate
excellence intheir
academic area, an interest
in international affairs

·6-11pm

and a desire to promote
international

T
I

·ticket available at all Ticketmaster
locations and the box offices in the

E
5

Completed forms should
be returned by April 21 to

·Consessions available.

MaricySchmitz at ll

Questions? Call the UAB office at x5500.

International Education.

D

•Students free admition,
·non-student tickets $5
SU and Nutter Center.

understanding.

University Center for
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Candidates duke it out over issues
By Katherine L. Gutwein
News Editor
Candidates for 20002001 Student Government
{SG) president and vice
•president debated concerns
in an open forum to inform
students where they stand as
elections take place this week
in the Student Union Atrium
and Rike Hall.
Michael "MJ" Jackson and
Eric Schweser were joined by
Julius Strahorn and Stanley
Dukes on April 17, to present
their platforms and answer
students' questions.
Jackson and Schweser are
currently chief of staff and
vice president of SG respectively. Speaking of their
connection to about 50
organizations and 20 university committees, they say
they have the experience and
dedication needed to lead the
student body next year.

Strahorn, current vice

president of the Black Student Union (BSU), and Dukes,
former president of BSU,
•stated that they want to bring
more of the average students
in to SG and give it a "common touch."
Presenting their platform
and ideas, Strahorn said he
and Dukes "want to start a
presidential roundtable to get
people together and find out
what things need to be
addressed."
They also want to look
into Student Organization
Budget Committee reform,
saying that students should
have more time to present
their case.
"And, we feel something
needs to be done about how
events are scheduled. Students need better access to
the Multipurpose Room and
more flexibility with Public
Safety on how those events

aii'! take place," said

ll#horn.

Jackson and Schweser
want to continue support of
the new student congress
being formed in SG and the
push to publish faculty
evaluations.
"We also want to see
more student involvement in
dining services, parking

is·ll and health services. We
Ro promote 'The Big

Event' service project and see

the new health and wellness

set up for lunches within
departments and majors for
them to get together. I think
that's important. We also
think if students had more
involvement in Faculty Senate
and various committees the
interaction would help

ment was going to do to keep

crime on campus down, and I
think she's followed through
on that," said Dukes.
In addressing student apathy,
candidates offered suggestions on how to increase
school pride and spirit.
"With the new proposed
student/staff relations," said
congress we hope to see
Jackson.
He and Schweser voiced
more involvement. We plan
concerns over the state of
on creating a calendar of
public safety on campus.
events to better publicize
"We've seen quite a few
things to do. We want to see
students, especially women,
more groups participate in
come to SG and complain
orientation, and make homeaboutthingslikethelighting
coming a bigger focal point.
around campus. They don't
We'd also like to see more
feel completely safe walking
traditions develop to help
to residence halls or some
motivate students. This is a
outer parking areas. We want
relatively new university, and
to encourage students to use
we can still start some
the services available, like
meaningful events," said
S.AF.E. Escorts," said Jackson. Jackson.
Candidate Julius Strahorn spoke on how he could
"We also think students
"We want to find out
improve student government.
need to be aware of campus
what the students want, and
crime and take more precauthen we'll work on putting
center become a reality," said
"I think students can be
tions. We'd like to see Public
those things in place. If we
Jackson.
viewed as confrontational,
Safety do more to address the just set up events and expect
Addressing the purpose
especially with the attempt to thefts and other things that
them to come, they won't.
of SG from the start, all the
publish faculty evaluations. I
happen here and work
Students are more likely to
candidates agreed students
toward making WSU a little
think that's a good idea, but
come to things that they've
deserve to have more of a
we need to look at whether or safer," said Jackson.
asked to have happen," said
voice on campus.
Dukes said he was not as
not publishing all the inforStrahorn.
"We want to bridge the
worried about campus
The ever-present parking
mation is necessary, or if
gap between administration
security issues.
issue was raised, something
there is another way to let
and students. We want
"I don't think we've seen
both sides feel is a problem
students know about
students to be represented
this as a problem From what
"I think they need to look
classes," said Strahorn.
more on university commitI hear from people at other
"We feel that as SG we
at how the system is setup.
tees and to sit on Faculty
universities, we are a lot safer It's fine to reserve some
can be a buffer between
Senate and to actually have
here. Last year I heard Simone spaces for the president and
students and teachers when
voting rights in those comPolk [ director of Public Safety] people of that nature, but I
there is a problem. Not all
mittees," said Jackson.
talk about what the departsituations are the same, and
think it would be fair to open
"We've also been part of
we can't
up the rest of the parking to
proposing a new congress
solve
everyone. They should sell a
into SG for next year. It would things for
common pass for most
be made up of leaders from
everyone,
faculty and students," said
the registered student
butwe
Strahorn.
organizations and would give can be a
"I've been to meetings
them a direct point of contact goof the parking committee,
in SG to take concerns to the
and have seen the different
between
university," said Jackson.
ideas on how to improve
and help
"We'd like to have all the
things. A lot of students
smooth
organizations come together
want a garage, and there
communionce per quarter to discuss
cation,"
are plans for what it would
issues and ideas, to voice
said
take to build one, and it
concerns. We're running on
Dukes.
would cost millions dolthe idea of being approachlars. We need to look at all
Jackson
able. We are here to address
echoed
our options and see if that
students' needs and feel that
the need
is the best use of our
by letting them come to us to for better
money, or if there are
let us know what it is they
interacother solutions," said
want, we can get behind them tion
Jackson.
and be a strong voice for
between
Both tickets said that
them," said Dukes.
students
community service should
Strahorn and Dukes also
and staff.
be an important part of
mentioned concern regarding
"I've
campus life at WSU.
the current relationship
seen some
"At another school we
between WSU faculty and the
schools
saw this thing called 'The
Michael "MJ" Jackson is running with the
students and feel they can
where
motto of experience and dedication.
See "Debate" pg. 7
help make it a better one.
times are
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New faculty evaluations ready for spring
By Leslie Benson

Assistant News Editor
The new faculty evaluation forms have finally
reached completion, and
students can expect to see
them implemented at the end
of the spring quarter.
The forms are comprised
of seven numerical questions
and three extended response
questions.
When they are implemented, the older versions
will be discarded permanently.
"I think the numerical
questions on the new teacher
evaluation forms are an
improvement to the older
forms in the sense that they
are shorter questions that are
easier to understand, and
they are more student
friendly," said Eric Schweser,
vice president of Student
Government (SG).
"The questions are
written from a perspective

that students can relate to,

rather than from the perspective of a department," said Liz
Conzo, president of SG.
While generally in favor
of the new forms, SG does
feel there is still room for
improvement.
"SG has a couple of
concerns with the new
version of teacher evaluation
forms. The seventh numerical question asks students
whether or not they were

for the numerical questions,
because some of the questions do not pertain to certain
courses. Students should be
able to choose from a 'no
response' category,
because they cannot
Evaluation Questions
always answer the
questions with a
A. Strongly Agree
positive, negative or
B. Somewhat Agree
neutral response.
C. Neutral Somewhat
That could unfairly
D. Disagree
bias the evaluations,"
said Conzo.
1.) The instructor was
SG is still looking
available for consultainto how to get these

motivated to learn the subject
before entering the course.
The wording is somewhat
sketchy and analyzes the
student rather than the

tion.
2.) Student responsibilities
for this course were
well-defined.
3.) Class time was well

evaluations pub-

lished and is currently teaming up
with WSU's Comput-

ing and Telecommu-

spent.
I learned a lot from the
instructor in the course.

nications Services
(CATS) to determine
which of the numeri5.) Course materials concal questions on the
tributed to my learning.
teacher evaluation
6.) I was challenged in this
forms should be
course.
made public.
7.) Coming into this course
"After we work
I was motivated to
through several
learn this subject.
steps, we will be able
to publicize nontenured faculty
members' numerical scores.
professor," said Conzo.
"SG talked about the new We're working with CATS to
decide which of the numerievaluation forms and found
cal questions will be publithat the final numerical
cized. SG will ultimately have
question was more of an
access to all of the teacher
evaluation of students than
evaluation records that CATS
of the actual teacher or
will keep," said Conzo.
course," said Schweser.
The Faculty Union will
"We also think that there
send each tenured professor
should have been a 'non
applicable' response category three coversheets containing

4.)

a secret bubbled code to
replace their name.
Non-tenured professors
will bubble in their actual
name on the coversheet, and
the
coversheet

will accompany the
finalized
classroom

evalua-

tions.
The

depart-

ment
offices will

records. They think that the •
information should be keep
,
private," said Conzo.
Since the tenured professors' evaluation cover sheets
do not

'sans,a «oano
sc
their
1.) Please comment on aspects
of the instructors teaching,

such as clarity of explanations and examples, han-

dling of questions, stimulation of thinking and respect
for individuals and their
experiences.

forward

names,
there will
beno
record of
their

indi-

vidual

evaluation
scores
available
to the
public in

the forms
2.) Did the instructor aid in
to CATS in
your understanding of this
order to be
subject? Please give specific
a deprocessed.
examples consistent with
coded
CATS will
your response.
format.
scan all of
"We
the forms,
are
dispose of
3.) Please comment further on
the nuany items in which you were
ly
merically
asked about in this evaluaexaminscored
tion.
ing our
sections
options
and store
as far as
the data in
getting
tenured
faculty
CATS computers for one year.
members' evaluations pubData contained in the
lished, but we do not know
faculty evaluations is subject
who the translated secret
to Ohio open records laws,
code book should belong to,"
and CATS will work on
said Conzo.
developing a presentable
"Hopefully we'll be
printed version of the evaluasuccessful
in determining a
tions for publication.
way
to
publish
all teacher
"The Faculty Union does
evaluation
forms
both online
not think that tenured faculty
and in booklet form before
members' evaluation results
next year," said Conzo.
should be subject to open

cs@

Wright State to help with community health

School will work with area hospitals, district in nine counties
By Eboni Kidd

Staff Writer
Wright State University is
teaming up with the Greater
Dayton Area Hospital Association (GDAHA) and the
Clark County Combined
Health District with aims to
improve health care systems
in nine counties.
Recently enabled by
$200,000 in funding from the
Ohio Department of Health,
the GDAHA n project will

involve residents of Butler,
Clark, Darke, Greene, Miami,
Montgomery, Preble, Shelby
and Warren counties in a
health assessment and in
community health planning
to address preventable health
problems.
With the help of various
community representatives,
risk factors will be evaluated
so that proper community
planning may be provided.
"We will involve representatives from health, govern-

ment, education, the religious
community, business leaders,
social service agencies and
law enforcement to help us
assess risk factors. More than
3,400 telephone interviews
will be conducted with
residents of the nine-county
area, while hundreds of
people from each county will
be involved in community
planning," said Jane Dockery,
principal investigator on the
project and associate director
of WSU's Center for Urban

and Public Affairs (CUPA).
Findings in each county
will be compared to that of
the State of Ohio so that the
priorities of each area may be
appropriately targeted for
problems with alcohol abuse,
hypertension, obesity, diabetes and smoking.
"One health behavior that
will be assessed is the percentage of smoking in adults.
If a county's percentage of
smoking adults is higher than
the state average, that tells us

that smoking is a health
priority in that particular •
area," said Dockery.
CUPA has a major role in
directing the project, collecting data and conducting data
analysis with the Wright State
Statistical Consulting Center.
The project began in
January and sets its goals on
identifying trends in health

programs as well.as.{l,

for health planning, and
plans to complete work by
June 30, 2001.
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STEPP program receives scholarship award
"4l} w Baa

Asant News Editor

Wright State's Wright
STEPP program recently
received an award of nearly
$200,000 from the National
cience Foundation's (NSF)
•Computer Science, Engineering and Mathematics Scholarships (CSEMS) Program.
"Wright STEPP is a precollege science and engineering preparatory program which academically
prepares and encourages
Dayton Public School
middle and high school
[students] to enroll and
graduate with a Bachelor of
Science in Engineering
degree or Math/Science
Intensive degree from
Wright State University.
Students are nominated by
their 7th or 8th grade
teachers in math and
science at their school [for
the program]," said Dr.
Giorgio McBeath, assistant

dean in the College of
Engineering and Computer
Science and director of the
Wright STEPP program.

About one hundred

colleges and universities
nationwide received funding
from the NSF for scholarships to support academically skilled students from
low-income families.
The NSF will grant
Wright STEPP federal support for scholarships in
computer science, engineering and math over the next
two years.
"The project requires
the selection of 39 scholarship recipients to be
mentored for two years to
degree completion. Special
mentoring and peer counseling is a requirement for
the scholarship," said
McBeath.
Over 160 students
participate in the Wright
STEPP program, which is
held annually during the

top 20 percent [ of their
class] or higher. Fifty percent of the VAL/SALs come
to WSU and 80 percent of
the four year scholarship
awardees come to WSU,"
said McBeath.
NSF reviewers stated,
"Though there may be other
valedictorians, seven saluta- programs across the country, this seems really welltorians and two National
conceived. [Wright STEPP]
Merit Finalists.
Local businesses, includ- should be commended for
working with students at
ing the General Motors
the very early stages of the
Foundation, Standard
Register, Dayton Public
educational process."
Schools and the Wright"This enrichment
program is ideal for the
Patterson Air Force Base,
provision of CSEMS activicollaborate with the Wright
ties. It also represents a
STEPP pre-college program.
"Wright STEPP students strong joint effort between
the university and the
benefit from enhanced
public schools, military and
academic delivery in the
the local industry to admath, sciences and engidress the problem and
neering courses not availestablish a distinct pipeline
able from public schools.
for students," said another
Many average students
NSF reviewer.
become honor students at
"This is my first NSF
their respective high
program award, and it feels
schools graduating in the

summer.
Last year, 26 out of 40
Wright STEPP graduates
were admitted to Wright
State, which is the highest
number of students thus far
to accomplish such a task.
In the past, Wright STEPP
has also helped produce 10

great to be an awardee
since only 100 programs
out of 280 nationwide
receive funding from a
competition for $ 21 million
. It was an honor to win
recognition for Wright State
University for excellence for
this type of project based
on the reviewers' comments," said McBeath.
Wright STEPP participants, first-time WSU
undergraduate students,
continuing or transfer
students and graduate
students with a 3.0 GPA
who are interested in
engineering, computer
science and mathematics
will be eligible for the twoyear $2,500 merit scholarships.
For more information
about Computer Science,
Engineering and Mathematics Scholarships at Wright
State, contact David
McGuire, assistant director
of admissions at 775-5703.

WANT TO GET RID OF A PARKING TICKET?
SPRING ELECTIONS FOR STUDENT GOVERNMENT ARE
APRIL 18, 19, 2o!
Voting Polls·are Located In

Student Union
Tuesday:

Rike Hall

Tuesday:

9-7

Wednesday: 9-5
Thursda ·

Wednesday: 9-7

9-5

==

9-5

Thursday:

Come Vote

9-5

----

And Have One Parking Ticket Expunged!!!
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SG has new vision in store· for tunnel;
»%

By Nicole Eiland
Staff Writer

Student Government
(SG) is planning a campus
improvement project to
help bring attention to
student organizations and
help increase school spirit.
Liz Conzo, president of
SG, and Michael "MJ"
Jackson, SG chief of staff,
formed the idea of allowing all organizations to
paint their logo in the
tunnels for the rest of the
student body to see. The
tunnel painting will take
place May 12-14.
"It's a way to stop
school apathy. We're
letting the school popula-

tion
know
that
there is
another
form of

said Jackson.

All organiza-

educa-

tion out
there ...

Lufrn

educa-

tion
through

.THLETE S

experi-

,

ence ...
an

n

E

experi-

ence
that a
classroom
can't
teach,"

ATOS

.,s

~--------'

-=-

The outdated mural on the wall in the basement tunnels will
finally be painted over with student organization logos.

tions who
register will be
given a space to
paint in the
tunnel that
connects the
Medical Science
building to the
main part of
campus.
The deadline
for submitting
an organization
was on March
31, but groups
still wishing to
take part can
apply for any
remaining space
through the end

of the month. All logos and
artwork should be submitted to the SG Office for
viewing by a student panel
by May 1.
•
"I really want the
smaller groups involved, so
I am allowing their forms
to still be turned in. I want
to get the names of every
organization out there,"
said Jackson.
The tunnel painting
will only take place every
four years, and new organizations will be added on lo
update the tunnels.
For specific rules and
guidelines about the tunnel
painting, contact Jackson
in W034 Student Union or

at 775-5508.

MANAGEMENT- LIMITED
APARTMENT LEASING CONSULTANT

Concord Management, a leading property
management co., has an immediate Fulltime opportunity avail. for a Leasing
Consultant to perform all aspects of leasing

in the Fairborn

area. Qualified candidates
should be self-motivated, detail oriented,
team player with enthusiasm. Candidates
should possess some leasing or min. 1 yr.

related exp. with

customer svc./sales skills.

Should have a basic• knowledge of
Excellent salary and benefits.
consideration. fax resume to:

TAKE COu# ses 1rcu

PC's.

Peppertree Villas @ 937-427-1097 or

MER AT COLUMBUS STATE
WHILE YOU'RE HOME, AND
LIGHTEN YOUR COURSE·
LOAD
IN THE
FALL AND
TER
o:fler a variery of courses
WINj' re and programs, so you can knock

For
call

937-320-2900 for more info.

New Business Development
At Design Forum, you will experience the fast-paced, high-tech challenge of a
leader in retail environmental design, graphic design, and architecture. Due to our
continuing growth and success, we have a new business development opportunity
in our Dayton, Ohio office.

\\.Tc

off some core graduation requirements or prereq-

uisites in your major while you're home. Our
short term courses let you squeeze in a full-credit
class in four to six wccks, which means you may

We are looking for a dynamic self-starter who can work independently toward set
goals. The idcal candidate will have a positive, exuberant attitude and excellent
written and oral communications skills. Experience in cold-calling and
telemarketing is a must. Maturity and a professional image are imperative. .
College education and retail sales experience preferred. Some travel is required

have time to take more than one.

And, thanks to the arrangements we have \\-ith

vour school, the courses you take can transfer
with full credit So you can be ahead when
you

for this position.

go back.

An excellent salary and benefits package will be offered 10 the successful
candidate. For consideration, please forward via mail, fax or email (ASCII Text or
Word format) to:

Call us or visit our website for more information. And lighten up for the fall.
Chcckwith your academic advisor to select
the courses you need.

Design Forum
Director of Recruiting

COLUMBUS

&=>

E

Education that WORKS.

s'

1- 800-621-6407

www.cscc.edu
614 -287-5353

7575 Paragon Road
Dayton, OH 45459
P--937,439.4400
F-937.439.4340

Email: [spec.ht@desipforn. co

hip://www.desigaf
run
com
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmeeeemeemeeks ..iaaaacccicc
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organizations that help the
community. I think we
need to bring those out
and make more students
aware that they exist," said
Strahorn.
He and Dukes also.
expressed views on the
way the position of SG
president should be approached.
"Sometimes people can
get a 'build it and they will
come' mentality, and I
don't think that's always
right. We want to bring a
common touch to SG, to sit
down with individuals and
groups and see what they
want accomplished," said
Strahorn.

"Debate" Cont.
~- Event' where people go
but into the community
and serve. They fix houses,
pick up litter, take food to
those who need it, those
sorts of things, and they
cover a huge area around
the school. We'd like to
• bring that to WSU. It would
benefit the students and
the surrounding community, and bring recognition
to the university," said
Schweser.
"We have a lot of good
programs here that deserve to be noticed. The
Greeks are built on serving
others, and there are many

7,
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"I think you can alien-

ate people when you

emphasize your experience

and your plans. Students

coming in may not care
about what I want to do;
it's about what I can do
now to put their ideas into
action," said Dukes.
"Our platform is the
students' agenda, not ours.
We've spent a lot of time
talking to students in our
classes, in the organizations we have contact with,
and those people we see
around campus. I think
we've heard what students
want and are planning
initiatives they want to
support," said Jackson.
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LOOKING FOR EMPLOYEES:

-SERVERS
-COOKS

-HOST/HOSTESSES

Fun, casual atmosphere.
Negotiable pay. Very
flexible hours. Benefits
available!

FIRST WATCH RESTAURANT
NOW HIRING!
LOCATED AT 2614-A COLONEL GLENN HWY.
{ACROSS FROM THE NUTTER CENTER)

431-9150

ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR:

-COOKS
-SERVERS

Apply now for the 2001 graduating
class of our full-time MBA program

-BUSERS/DISHERS

Capital University's MBA will enhance your credibility and business savvy. Qualified candidates

accepted into our full-time day program graduate in only 12 months! And, Capital's MBA
degree qualifies graduates for the new CPA 150 semester hour licensing requirements.

SMOKE-FREE

DAYTIME ONLY RESTAURANT,
ENVIRONMENT
COMPETITIVE WAGES, TUITION REIMBURSEMENT,

401-K!

APPLY IN PERSON AFTER 2 PM

get
your

NEED MI NEY

FOR COLLEGE??

Local Abrasives Manufacturing Company now accepting

applications for:

1st or 2nd SHIFT/ FULL or PART TIME

With credibility

Full Time Benefits Include...
• Medlcal Insurance

401(k) and Profit Sharing

and Holidays
Childcare Assistance Program

• Paid Vacation

• Flexible Spending Benefit for Healthcare
• Uniform Service

Contact us with questions:

Capital University is an equal opportunity institution.

Pay: $7.00-$8.00/hr
• On-the-job Vocational Training

• Fine Year

Our Full time MBA program offers:
• 12-month, technology-rich curriculum
• 40 credit hours in 3 semesters (August to July)
• $12,700 flat tuition fee
• Small classes, team learning environment
• Nationally Accredited Program
• Part-time evening program also available

Phone: 614/236-6162
Toll free: 1-800-395-0088
E-mail: mba@capital.edu
Web: www.capital.edu/gsa

FLEXIBLE HOURS! Great for school schedule.

A

MBA Accredited

Looking for positive, team-oriented people for a variety
of positions in our state-of-the-art facility.
Apply in person at: Ali Industries, Inc.

611 Yellow Springs-Fairfield Road, Fairborn
(Just off 1-675 at the Seate Route 235 Exit)
All industries is a drug &E smoke free facility.
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Free speech no excuse for G.A.P.

This letter is in response to the Genocide Awareness Project demonstration sponsored by
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship that took place last
week.
You people are pathetic! With all the pressing
issues in the world that you could put your energies
into, you choose to erect lurid banners on the quad
and shove your ... opinions down the throats of
students.
When real-life genocide is occurring in Yugoslavia, Africa, the middle east and countless other parts
of the world, you choose to squander precious time,
Lung, Renee Johnson, Rebecca
money and energy by trashing up the quad with your
Weldy
messages of intolerance and hate. No, those causes
Staff Writers - Tony Arnold, Alf
are far too noble for people like yourselves who
Butler, Nicole Eiland, Russell
would
rather congregate outside of abortion clinics
Florence, Eboni Kidd, Justin Ross
Staff Photographers - Jenn Smith, and prey on the distraught, sad and exhausted
pregnant women who take responsibility for their
Heather Skinner
Faculty Mentor -Dr. Jeff John
lives and bodies and have an abortion performed.
Student Media Coordinator - Tim
I have seen numerous times how you express
Mohrhaus
your ideas of Christian love and charity by bombing
The Guardian is printed weekly during the regular clinics, shooting doctors and assaulting pregnant
school year. It is published by students of Wright State teens. You use hate and scare tactics that ravage the
University in Dayton, Ohio. Editorials without bylines hearts and minds of young women who, with every

reflect the majority opinion of the editorial board.
Views expressed in columns, cartoons and advertisemets are those of the writers, artists and advertis-

ers.
The Guardian reserves the right to censor or reject adversing copy in accordance with any present
or future advertising acceptance rules established by
The Guardian. All contents contained herein are the
express property of The Guardian. Copyright privlieges revert to the writers, artist and photographers
of specific works after publication, ©2000 The Guard-

an, Wright State University. Al rights reserved. First
issue free, additional copies $.50

Letters to the Editor
• The Guardian encourages letters to
the editor and commentary pieces from
students, faculty, administrators and
staff
· Letters should be typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone, major and class
standing (if applicable)
• Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m.
on the Friday preceeding the next issue
• Letters should be kept to 500 words
or less
• All letters are subject to editing for
space and content
• Letters which duplicate others may
be omitted
• When responding to another letter,
refer to the date and headline

·Quotes that cannot be confirmed
will not be used
• E-mail GuardianOpEd@netscape.net

Guardian Phone Numbers
Advertising: 775-5537
Fax: 775-5535
Editor in Chief: 775-5540

News: 775-5538

Sports/Spotlight: 775-5538

constitutional and moral right, take charge of their

lives and bodies and have abortions.
The world is not black and white, nor is it as
simple as your narrow minds. There are many
shades of grey. How would you like to be forced to
carry the child of a rape, incest or other sexual
assault to full term? Or what about an unplanned
teen pregnancy that would cause you to be a single

mother which, if you have not read the statistics, are
among one of the most poverty stricken groups in this
country. How would you feel if some group forced you to
do something with YOUR body that was bad for you? Or
maybe you did not stop to think about those women that
you so quickly judge and what they must be going
through. Judge not lest ye be judged; isn't that what it
says in the Bible?
While those "good caring Christians" are pondering
that thought, I would like to scold some other people ...
that approved this little party. What were you people
thinking? Apparently you must think it's okay because we
all know you have the power to stop these things. Or
maybe it is easier to just beat up on small leftwing
groups like the Lambda Union which had it's pro-gay
chalkings washed off the sidewalks by Wright State
authorities about a year ago. If hate groups receive the
approval of Wright state officials then maybe other hate
groups could also come and pay us a visit, since Wright
State really does not seem to mind ...
Year after year the rest of the students at Wright State
put up with (pro-lifers) pro-Christian fliers and antiabortion newspaper inserts. We hear your opinions
constantly and let you keep blathering! Why, you say?
Why do we let you say what you want and let you shove
you worn out bible-beating rhetoric down the throats of
all the students? It is because of the freedom of speech ...

•

Jeremy Titus

Junior, Biomedical Engineering

G.A.P. display distorts genocide
In response to the Genocide Awareness
Project's display on campus last week: must
people stretch their imaginations to the limits to
prove a point?
First, using the Holocaust, slavery and lynching
to prove a point was a misleading and deceptive
way to prove something.
We must first distinguish the difference between abortion and genocide.
Genocide is the intent to rid yourself of a
whole group of people. This term does not apply
to abortion because no one is out to destroy all
fetuses in the human race, and I don't recall
abortion being applied to one particular race or
group of people.
So we can all agree that this point is null and
void.
Who are we to say what is morally right or
wrong? None of us can call ourselves God, Allah or
whoever else you believe in and pass such judgements. Should we say God is guilty of genocide by
allowing women to have miscarriages?
I know this is extreme-but if G.A.P. is allowed
to use everything in their power to sway opinion,

why can't I?
If I was to eat eggs every morning, and I was prolife, would I be contradicting myself by eating what is
essentially the halted development of an unborn
chicken fetus? These are extreme points, but at least
they are valid to the subject.
The G.A.P. neglected to voice its stance or show
sympathy for young women who have abortions because they were raped, or those who had one because
of medical difficulties. This is a point essential to the •
abortion debate.
There is nothing wrong with G.A.P. voicing its
opinion-let the truth be known that those pictures
were real. Abortions happen. Does it matter who we
offend or to what extremes we go to prove a point
these days?
I don't care who voices their opinions or how they
do it, but we must keep in mind that not everybody
cares-nor wants-to see it in such graphic ways.

0

Brian Lowery
Senior,
Communication

Wednesday,

• G.A.P.'s tactic NOT fear
This is in reference to the editorial attacking the Genocide Awareness Project's
tactics from April12.
While I cannot argue that there are indeed "doctors and clinics conspiring to
abort fetuses from the wombs of all women," there is another side of the truth to
consider here. Perhaps I can shed some light on the reasoning that leads the G.A.P. to
display such a seemingly unrelated collection of images.
When Spanish conquistadors decided to enslave the Central American natives,
they asked the Spanish government to condone their actions by officially declaring
the natives as essentially subhuman. Government sanction was required, and provided, for the abuse and frequent murder of slaves in America's southern states
before the Emancipation Proclamation. The reasoning was that African slaves were
subhuman. Hitler first defined Jews as subhuman before he implemented the Final
Solution. He quite clearly stated this reasoning in multiple speeches.
Right here in America today, we still define certain people as subhuman until
a certain stage of their fetal development. The G.A.P.'s opinion is that by defining
these people this way in our law books, many of us relieve ourselves from the pangs
of conscience. They hope to elicit a sense of disgust with such thought, not fear.
If you want to attack their tactics, at least understand the reasoning that they
base those tactics on .

•

Josh Swartzbaugh
Freshman, Psychology
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Signs will segregate
When our floor encountered two of your recent letters
("School, students need to be more aware," "Student says
speed, large groups a hazard," March 29), many of us
were sadly disappointed about the discrimination and
oppression against people with disabilities that still exist
on one of the nation's most accessible campuses.
First, we 'all agree that there is a small group of
people in wheelchairs that we, too, have experienced
difficulties with in the hallways and tunnels. However,
these letters passed judgement on a large majority of
people because of a small group's poor choices on their
use of speed and concern for oth-

ers. More importantly, much of the W
all

content of both letters had little or
no support for this point and
instead expressed one common
theme: a feeling of segregation
within the student body. The
suggestions continually led to
separate areas for wheelchairs and
the able-bodied. Whether or not it
was intentional, the idea of signs

"Signs" continued

Li

Day

Commentary
By Stephanie Irwin
Op-Ed Editor

This year, the graduat-

ing class of 2000 at our
neighbor university,

Antioch, will hear a taped
commencement speech
from death-row prisoner
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"Signs" continued
reading "WHEEL-BASED
OBJECTS ONLY" showed the
discriminatory tone of the
piece.
We are people-not
objects. Since you suggested
distance routes according to
your abilities, should it be

illegal for us to walk to class
with our able-bodied friends?
There also seemed to be a
lack of knowledge on the
functions of power wheelchairs.
There is no speedometer,
and the speed is often
programmed by the manufac-

'S.
turn
ssociation

STUDENT ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

turer.
Perhaps if these writers
had actually approached an
individual that uses a wheelchair and engaged in conversation, they would have
gained the perspective and
understanding that clifferences in modes of transportation should not divide our
community.
The attitude that these
problems were reported to
the Office of Disability
Services was also disheartening. We, too, are daily run
into, stepped on, cut in front
of while waiting in line and
otherwise disregarded. But
which office should we visit
to report these able-bodied
offenses?
The purpose of the office

is to provide services that
help to at least level our
playing fields with other
college student. It was stated
that one of these authors
''believed in equality."
Unfortunately, especially
with previously expressed
opinions, this is not present
reality in our world. None of
us raised our hands at birth
to be put into a world where
we could run over and be a
hazard to others in our
wheelchairs.
Nor did we volunteer to
give the extra dedication and
effort that is required of us
everyday.
Thankfully, we do succeed and continue with pride,
even in the face of discrimination like this. Honestly, none

of us consider the number of
people in the hallway to be a
serious challenge in our lives.

Signs aren't the answer to qr

problems.
Our largest obstacles are

the mindsets that still exist
around us. The mocking of
politically correct terms for
the able-bodied was similar to

a racial slur with an added
sarcastic term. All the oppres(fl

sion is the same.
One of the articles of
concern encouraged others to
take a stand- some of us
can't, but we will continue to
fight all discrimination until
we live in a world of equality.
Kara Sheridan
Sophomore,
Rehabilitation and Psychology

The Student Alumni Association gives Wright State undergraduate students the opportunity to become involved with the Wright
State University Alumni Association. We provide avenues for
career networking with graduates of Wright State University and
opportunities to meet and work together with alumni in the community. We give members the chance to represent their university
through involvement in campus and community service and we
provide opportunities to strengthen communication and leadership
skills in a variety of settings.

Our next meeting is April 25, 2000 in E163 Student
Union at 5:30 p.m.
Sheryl Kent, from the Office of Career Services, will be at
the meeting to talk about the Alumni Career Mentoring
Program.
&
We will hold officer elections for the 2000-2001 school
year.

Office of Student Life

Commuter Services

TATTOOS

'Moun deign on nine!

8;9\4 51a

HEALTH DEPARTMENT
LICENSED

LSAT
Classes are starting nowl

SUMMER JOBS
WITH
FREE HOUSING!!!

Call today to reserve your seat.

Classes Start:
Thursday, April 27th
Your competition has the scores they need.

Do you?

Full-Time
Employment,
Above Minimum Wage
Free Housing
In The Woods
Completion Bonus
Earn up to $3000+
for Su mer!!!

~
h i,,,{®do

1-800-KAP-TEST
""»
www.kaplan.com
LSAT is a registered trademark of the Law School Admission Council.

For further
information call Jim
or Chuck

at 775-4141

Invites you to
Good Morning
Commuters
in the

Commuter
Lounge
Student Union
on April 20
from 9-11
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Culture Night plans to celebrate diversity
By An Butler
• Staff Writer

Ts
Saturday to
celebrate

Asian Heri-

•

•

tage Month,
the Asian/
Hispanic/
Native
American
Center
(AHNAC) will
present
Culture Night
2000 in the
Student
Union Multipurpose
Room.
The
evening will
feature a
variety of
activities and
events to
celebrate
some of the
diversity on
campus.
With
songs,
dances, a
fashion show
and a special
performance
from the
nationally
known Saeko

Ichinohe Dance Company, Mai Nguyen,
director of AHNAC
, . assures, "It will be not
only entertaining, but
also educational."
Starting at 7 p.m.,
the evening will begin
with ethnic dances
from China, India,
· Pakistan, Korea, the
Philippines, Japan and
Thailand performed by
students
and their
families
who have

I j\

volun-

teered and
spent
weeks
rehearsing
for the
show.
"There's a
large
majority
from the
commu-

nity who

dance will be performed, specially
choreographed for
Culture Night.
The fashion show
will come next with
traditional costumes
from Asian countries
such as China, India,
Japan, Korea, Vietnam,
Pakistan, Thailand and
the Philippines.
Featured this year
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will be students who
have volunteered.
For the finale, the
New York based Saeko
Ichinohe Dance Company will perform "
Tale of Genji." ·B,
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Following the
dances, Vietnamese
songs will be performed. Then, students will perform the
traditional Japanese
"Goza" dance.
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Band
offers
eclectic
sounds
Dogma
and
Dharma
Catatonia's third release sure to please fans
rausime
audience, even those-

By Alt Butler
Staff Writer

Coming back for a third
full-length album, Welsh
band Catatonia's latest CD,
"Equally Blessed and
Cursed," is both edgy and
raw, but at the same time,
sticky sweet.
The 13 tracks are
everything from simple
pop to well-crafted rock
mixed with great lyrics
and music.
With string sections
in songs like "Dead from
the Waist Down," the

band has a complex,

melodic feel, but juxtapositions that delicate air with
a more rocking, sharp edge.
While "Storm the
Palace" has these strong,
driving beats, "Bulimic
Beats" has this subtle,

thoughtful sound mixed

maybe her whole attitude
with a stunning and majescould be summed up with
tic string background.
what she repeats in "Post
On "Valerian," the band
Script" as she says "I'm a
adds a wailing saw to make
good girl," but then almost
a very unique sound.
purrs out ''but prepare
yourself for industrial
\
,
cleavage."
Raw, yet somehow
1
polished, she can be spooky
~ on one track and then
almost angelic in the next.
Add in the accent, and
she's a not-so-subtle Welsh
temptress or a sweet pop
queen or sometimes both
Almost sounding like a

)

Even
with the creative music, lead
singer Cerys Matthews's
vocals are where the album
is truly blessed.
Provocative and daring:

IN TWO SHORT
YEARS WITH US,

, cursed and raw Sixpence

None the Richer, Catatonia

is a band that you maybe
haven't heard of, but you
should.
Their song titles are
creative (for "X-Files" fans,
there's even "Mulder and
Scully''), the lyrics rich and
meaningful , and the music
well done. Catatonia deftnitely has been blessed.

For the Guardian

hoping for that actior)

Ever hear that one
about a rabbi and a
priest? No? Well, let
me tell you about it. A
rabbi, named Jake, and a
priest, named Brian, as
youths, have this friend,
a girl named Anna, who
hung out with them
until she moved away.
Now, twenty or so years
later, she has returned,
looking better than ever.
The rabbi and the
priest fall in love.
There's only one problem, priests can't marry

flick I spoke of earlier,
go see "Keeping the

and the Rabbi's congre-

gation wants him to
marry someone of his
religion.
If you want an action
flick with death and
gore, do not, I repeat,
do not go to see "Keeping the Faith." If you
want an irresistible
comedy that '1s guaranteed to please any
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Directed by Edward
Norton and written by
Norton's friend from
Yale, Stuart Blumberg, •
this film has everything. "
What I tend to hate
about comedies is that
you either love it, or you
hate it. Reason: Its
either funny to you, or it
is not. "Keeping the
Faith" is one of those few
comedies out there that
has a little bit of every-

thing: It has slapstick, it

has light comedy, it has a
little dark comedy, it has
inside jokes (Boy do I
th
love ose. Look for a
great Milos Foreman
cameo and the inside
jokes related), plus, it
has drama. And, to top
it all off, it's a great date
movie too!
Ok, so it won't win
awards at academy time,
but it will win the hearts
of its viewers. Perfectly
cast are: Ben Stiller as
Rabbi Jake. Edward
Norton as Fr. Brian. And
Jenna Elf man (Looking,
for the most part, and
acting, more like her TV
counterpart Greg than
Dharma) as Anna, their
chum from the past.
This isn't a bad
outing for first time
director Norton, who, up
to this point, has never
really dipped his feet
into the romantic comedy field.
His use of symbolism, style and pacing,
and cliche breaking
really helps this film
along.
So if you're at the
movie theatre, and you
don't know what to see,
check out "Keeping the
Faith." You won't be •
disappointed.
Review as a film in
general: A-. It has a few
errors, mainly time and
odd close-up shots that
feel unreal.
Review of film as a
crowd pleaser/popcorn
flick: A+. This film will
please! At one point, J
don't think here wa)
single person in the
audience who wasn't
laughing.

f

REALLY GROW.

Atwo-yearenlistmentin the Army is
all it takes to become more valuable to
employers. Because the two years after ·
training you spend as a member of an
Army team will give you discipline,
maturity and the ability to work with
others-the qualities that will help you
build a good career in a worthwhile
job. You might even be eligible for
an enlistment bonus of up to $5,000.
Find out how you can make this solid
investment in your future and maybe
even earn a bonus. Talk to your local
Army Recruiter today.

Faith!"
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Da Brat:"Unristricted"
(So So Def/Columbia)

This Atlanta rapper is
back with this much
awaited sophmore release. To help her out this
time around Da Brat calls
in the likes of such artists
as Tyrese, (who apperars
on her latest single "What

fairywho
commits t

crime of
marrying a

mortal.

'Chu Like"), Mystical,

The Q
ofthe Fairi

Kelly Price and more.

Lennon: "Imagine,"
Remastered (Capitol)

John

sentences

to banishm
for life on

"Imagine," has gotten
a little makeover with a
new digital remix of this
famous Lennon work.
The new disk is sure to
be an asset to Lennon
and Beatles' fans alike.

condition t
Iolanthe le

her husban
without e

nation and
never see

To commemorate the
20th anniversary of The
Wall's release, Pink Floyd
releases this limited
edition double-disk CD.
Among the tracks on the
disk will be, previously
unreleased songs, "What
Shall We Do Now?" and
"The Last Few Bricks."
Others: Elliot Smith, Tracy
Bonham, Sauce Money, Jill
Sobule, Joe, Nash Kato,
Tripping Daisy, Pimadelic,
Dalvin Degrate, Carl
Thomas, Peter Case,
Heavy Metal 2000, Wonderland, Gus Gus, Built to
Spill, Take 6, Todd
Snider, Tony Touch, Black
Indian, Cameo.
Upcoming Releases

again. Fro

Others: No Doubt, Ghost

madness and p
unrest unfold.

Dog, On, Del tha Funkee
Homosapien, Joseph
Arther, Magnified.

taken identity,

"Iolanthe is

Dr. Kimberly
director. "It's
Sullivan at th

April 18

music and si

This legendary rock
quartet serves up a 15track album that is
compiled of the group's
years together and
coincides with the current "Farewell Tour."

KISS:

There is a lo

"Alive IV," (Mer-

cury/Island/Def Jam)

well. All the

are fairies an
men are peer

charming," a
Warrick.

,
%

Taking ale

%
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11:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m."

Are you a Liberal Arts major?
Are you considering a major in Liberal Arts?
Then take advantage of Liberal Arts Students Advising Day,

an opportunity to visit your selected department or program
office for faculty-assisted academic and career advising on a
walk-in basis.
Enjoy pizza and refreshments!

For more information contact your current or prospective
major department, the Liberal Arts Advising Office in
445 Millett, or call 775-2601.
Evening hours are available in some departments.

b

released
Pink Floyd: "Is There
Anybody Out There?The Wall Live (Columbia)

Releases

of
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Neil Young, Toni Braxton,
Cypress Hill, Mya, Mary
Mary, B.B. King, Eleven,
Ian Brown, Papa Roach,
Jules Shear,
Martin&Wood, Super
Trans Atlantic.

Mighty Mighty Bosstones,
Kevin Kenny, Ween,
Primal Screen, Hoku.

Shades of juicy bubble-gum
By All Butler

Staff Writer

With N-Sync,
Backstreet Boys, Mandy
Moore and Britney
Spears, bubble-gum pop
is getting more and more
popular.
To add to that,
Norwegian duo M2M has
released its first album,
"Shades of Purple." Yet,
this duo has some talent
going for them with their
infectious perky pop.
These two 1 5-year-old
girls, Marit Larsen and
Marion Raven, go one-up
on Spears co-writing all
their own songs and
playing instruments on
their own tracks as well.
The group's songs,
are simple and catchy.
The first track, "Don't
Say You

Love Me," is

especially upbeat and
has some great melody
behind it.
Filled with a lot of
"ooh ooh's" like on
"Everything

Dreams" are really

appealing and smooth,

You Do,"

many of the songs focus
on love and teenage
feelings of regret that a
lover left for someone
new.
The lyrics remain
appealing, however
simplistic they may be,
and the duo's voices
together make great
harmony.
The music is fun too
with complex arrangements mixing strings,
keyboards and acoustic
guitars with the electric
guitars to create a variety of sound.
Songs like "Pretty
Boy" and "Girl of Your

Es

a

I
M2M serves up cutsie pop
about young lost love.
well-crafted ballads,
especially for 15-yearolds.
It's not simply the
same songs over and
over again, like some

pop, each song remains
fresh.

n
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Sport
A piece of Heaven
Nischwitz Stadium
opens
So what is so great
about Nischwitz Stadium?

Besides the history of
the time and effort shown
by coach Nischwitz and
assistant coach Bo Bilinski

(both in their 27 year at

WSU), the stadium built in
old-style motif of brick and

Commentary by Jason Seaman
Sports Editor

brown stone features brand

new stadium lights.
Like the soccer programs who opened their
A piece of Heaven is
closer to Wright State.
new field last fall with.
Have you been able to
lighting, the baseball team
is now able to play night
make it out to a Wright
games. I can only imagine
State baseball game this
it's easier to get pumped
season?
If so, you should have
up for a game that starts at
noticed a major change.
6 p.m. easier than at 3 p.m.
You do not have to use a
It's also easier for
port-a-potty for a restroom spectators who work or
or walk through a trail of
have classes to be able to
mud for WSU baseball
get out to an evening game.
action anymore.
The $2.7 million staThat's not all though.
dium (which is being
Nischwitz Stadium, appro- funded by private donapriately titled, is open and tions to the university and
ready for full capacity.
baseball program) also has
The Guardian ran the
50-foot heated dugouts,
cover story back on Oct.
team rooms, a scoreboard
13, on the building of the which shows the score as
stadium.
well as stats, restrooms
We went out and took
and will eventually have
photographs of the early over 750 theater-type seats.

structure, but I couldn't

picture in my mind the

Additional seating, a
pressbox, a picnic area and

finished product. I guess I other features are still in
am a visual learner.
the works.
I didn't think it would
So Nischwitz Stadium is
look half as immaculate as up and running, and the

it did last Wednesday.
re-st of the season features
Wednesday, April 12
seven more night games.
Any true sports fan will
was an important day in
tell you that the stadium
the history of the WSU
ranks right behind Ohio
baseball program.
The official dedication State's as the best stadium
in the- Midwest; and will
took place as the whole
Nischwitz family was there help the program and the
university in the long run.
and honored.
Even if you are not a
Plaques were given to
coach Nischwitz from this sports fan, I encourage you
year's captains. One plaque to come out and check out
the new facility at night.
featured the inauguration
The environment is truly
date, and the other inunforgettable.
cluded a picture of coach
Nischwitz and his son
I hope students will
Gregg, who was killed while make an effort to support
working a summer job for the team and the facility.
a local painting company
WSU has first-class
during his collegiate days
facilities for their sports
teams, now they just need
at WSU.
our support.
Gregg pitched for the
Raiders and may have
I'll see you at the ball
made it to the next level. . park.

From L to R: Sandy, Lisa, Jeff, head coach Ron, and Brad Nischwitz were all on hand for the
dedication of Nischwitz Stadium. Junior Jim Morris, senior Matt Bruner, senior Casey Sanford
and junior Chad Brant give coach Nischwitz two beautiful plaques which will be on display at
the stadium. The Raiders lost their first night game in history, 6-3, to the Indiana Hoosiers.

Baseball team drops three
By Tony Arnold

Staff Writer
"If you build it, they
will come."
In front of 1,073 fans,
the Wright State Raider
baseball team (12-22)
hosted their first night
game last Wednesday at
Nischwitz Stadium against

l«i
I

Indiana.
As part of the pre-game
ceremonies, WSU President
Kim Goldberg, and WSU
Athletic Director Mike
Cusack, opened up with
brief speeches.
In addition Jeff
Nischwitz, son of the
Raider head coach, spoke
before as first pitches were
made by the
Nischwitz family.
"This is one of the
best stadiums in the
Midwest," proclaimed
senior Matt Bruner. "It
should really help us
with recruiting."
The stadium will
play host to eight
regular season games
at night, including the
2000 MCC tournament, May 18-21.
The Raiders built an
early lead before the
Hoosiers came back
to emerge with a 6-3
victory.
The matchup
against Indiana has
developed into quite
a rivalry over the
years with the Hoosiers leading the

::

:;

g
jg
Junior Jim Morris warms up before
an at-bat against Indiana last

week. WSU went 2-3last week.

series 11-6.

game series against Wis-

consin-Milwaukee.

The Raiders got a •
strong performance fro
left handed Chris Bedford
(3-4) as they downed the
Panthers 13-6 in the first
game.
In the next two games
the Raiders were defeated
2-17 and 4-5 before getting
the bats out in the final
game.
WSU cracked out 18
hits, while producing 20
runs as sophomore Brian
Stephens ran his record to
a perfect 4-0.
The left hander has

appeared in nine games

while posting a 3.88 earned
run average in 51 innings
of work.
Freshman Chris Tuttle
is batting at a .359 clip for
the Raiders including six
doubles. Josh Hart leads
the team with 2 7 RBIs.
WSU are now 2-1

at fi

home but 5-15 away. TP

are 3-5 in MCC play as
Butler is first in the conference standings. The Bulldogs are 4-2 in MCC play
and 19-16 overall. The
Panthers of Milwaukee are
close behind with a 4-2
MCC mark (15-15 overall).

WSU fell victim to the
Big Ten rivals in

The Raiders are in filii

innings on March 2 9.
WSU returned to

place.
•
WSU is back in action
tonight hosing Eastern

Bloomington in extra

MCC play with a four Kentucky6.30 at
p.m.
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ySU softball team sweeps through MCC play

Billi Ross and Lisa Stricker

+N» Guardian

After having lost two
games in an injury
riddled week, the Wright
State Raider softball
earn (25-11) bounced
• ack winning all four
games in two doubleheaders against Midwestern Collegiate Conference teams last week.
Before these four
wins, Wright State had a
10-day layoff due to the
rainy Ohio weather.
"Everyone's back.
Only some are playing
with any pain, but that's
it," said head coach
Shelia Nahrgang of the
returning line up.
The Raiders returned
all its original starters to
the lineup including
junior Kim Sycks (11-5)
who was throwing fireballs from the mound
earning her a . 5 0 ERA in
winning both games.

They were backing me
up," Sycks said of her
week of wins.
Freshman Kristin

Bultinck (12-4) was
nearly Syck's mirror
image as she held a .50

ERA for the week as she
only allowed her opponents a .200 batting
average and made Cleveland State taste a shut
out.
WSU's first series was

against Detroit in which

they turned out a 3-0
shutout from Sycks.
Junior catcher
Chrissy Crowe went twofor-three with a RBI.
Senior Annie Divac
was two-for-four as she
also batted in a run.
Game two was a 5-1
win for the Wright State
Raiders with Bultinck on
the mound. The Raiders
started off the game

win.

WSU traveled to
Cleveland State on
Sunday for an afternoon
doubleheader against
their MCC foe.
Wright State continued their dominating
play taking the first
game 3-1 with Sycks
pitching well.
WSU scored in the
first inning when sopho-

more Maria Barhorst

walked. She scored when
junior Michelle Demmitt

hit a triple into right-

center field for the RBI.
The second game was
no match for the Raiders as they shut out the.

Sycks also struck out

nine and shut out Deoit, 3-0. She has 97

Vikings, 3-0.
The Raiders never
trailed in this doubleheader.

strikeouts this season.

Sycks' efforts paid
•
off over the weekend as
she was named MCC
Pitcher of the Week.
"I had a good week of
practice, a lot of confidence, and the team
behind me was excellent.

down 1-0 before battling
back in the contest. WSU
tied the game in the
fourth inning and scored
four more runs in the
fifth inning to secure the
win.
Sophomore Julie
Tamai was two-for-three
and Sycks was two-forfour as the Raiders
tallied nine hits for the

3

Bultinik earned the

J

win pitching all seven

±

innings for her twelth
win of the season.
Bultinik has 72
strikeouts this season

Junior Kim Sycks pitched extremely well over the weekend.

with a team low 1.89
ERA.
Demmitt was fourfor-five including a
double and a triple.
Sycks was three-forsix including a home run
in game two.
Junior J osyln Roth
went two-for-three in
game one against Cleveland State.
The sweep of Cleveland State is a first for
head coach Nahrgang in
her eight seasons as
leader of the Raiders.
The Raiders are now
25-11and their next
series of games will be at
Butler, their conference
rivals, on Thursday.
The softball team will
return home to host the
University of WisconsinGreen Bay on Sunday.

UW-Green Bay cur-

rently has the best
record in the conference
with the Raiders holding
the second best.
The Phoenix have

only allowed 36 runs this

season, and 19 of those
have been unearned.
"It's going to be
tough games (vs. Butler
and UW-Green Bay), but
hopefully we will play
like this weekend," said
Sycks, who is likely to be
on the mound in one of
those games.

Raiders get deeper, add back-up center
By Jason Seaman
Sports Editor

Office of Student Life
Commuter Services
Invites you to Good
Morning Commuters
in the Commuter

Lounge--Student Union
on April 20 from
9am to 11 am

The Wright State men's
basketball team added
some depth to their roster
last week as 6-foot-9-inch
center Ross McGregor
signed a national letter of
intent to play for the
Raiders next season.
"We are really excited.
He has the potential of
being very good. He gets to
go up against Bruno
(Petersons) and Israel
(Sheinfeld) in practice next
year so we can bring him in
slowly. We might even look
at red-shirting him," said
head coach Ed Schilling.
During his senior year
at Fort Wayne Northside
High School, McGregor
averaged 14.3 points and
10.6 rebounds a game
while shooting an impres-

sive 53 percent from the
field.
.
His career high came

against Muncie South

where he scored 3 2 points
and grabbed 17 rebounds.
The Indiana Basketball
Coaches Association chose
him as an All-State honorable mention last season,
and he has· been selected to
tryout for the Indiana AllStar and Nancy Rehm AllStar teams later this year.
McGregor will add
some depth to the roster
next year as well as Jesse
Deister and Vernard
Hollins playing next season
who both missed this
season.
"It's important getting
more depth and height,
especially in practice. If
Bruno's ·(Petersons) back is
acting up, McGregor will be

(Sheinfeld). The depth will
also really help us on the
road. We will be able to go
to the bench on the road
which will make us a better
road team," added
Schilling.
Northside High School

has already given Wright

State scoring sensation
Keion Brooks and Hollins.
The Raiders also signed
forwards Braden Bushman
and Michael Doles in the
early signing period. Wright
State has two available
scholarships to give.
Grades are another hot
topic in the basketball
program. The team GPA ·
last quarter was 2.9.
"This shows that these·
young men are academically committed, and it
speaks highly on the
university and athletics,"

another body against Israel said Schilling-..--------
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Wright State tennis teams split pair of matches

By Justin Ross
Staff Writer
The Wright State men's
and women's tennis teams
found victory last weekend,
even with the exception of
a few set backs. They
battled through and had
very strong showings.
On the men's side they
dropped their match with
Midwestern Collegiate
College competitor Butler
6-1, with sophomore Chad
Camper bringing in the
only win in the singles.
However, the Raiders
(11-8) dropped eleven
matches by no more than
three points, providing
enough proof that Butler
can be beaten by the
Raiders.
"We could have won
that one, but we had a bad
day. We lost a lot of clutch
shots," remarked head
coach Herb Foster.
"We played with a lot of
attitude, but I think they

took away
our edge."
The
shining
match of
the day for
the Raiders
was when
sophomore
Chad Derry

and sopho-

more Joey
Turner beat
Brandon
Currie and
Jimmy
Borendame,
a double's
team that
is one of
the top
seeded

if combos in
~ the Mid-

g western

inn] {QQ]()[],
Sophomore Chad Derry was busy on the tennis
courts last week. Derry teamed up with Joey
Turner for a doubles victory over MCC foe Butler.

wanted it so bad, it actually

Things
turned up
for WSU as

they beat
Xavier. The entire match

came down to Camper's
clutch fight.
Camper was down 6-3
in the tie breaking match,
but battled back to take the

win for the Raiders 8-6.

The Raiders then
traveled to Eastern Michigan, whose tennis program
has been terminated but
hosted WSU for their last
home match ever.
The Raiders beat them

by a 6-1 score.

Great play came from
junior Warren Gavin, as he
defeated Mike Case, 6-0, 6-

3.
"Warren Gavin is
probably playing the best
tennis of anybody here for
the last couple years," said
Foster.
The Wright State
women's tennis team (17-9)
split their matches for the
week.
They started off with a
5-4 loss to Xavier and came
back with a 6-3 MCC win
against Detroit.

Ta tats»' "

loss to Xavier). I am no
disappointed because we
got so close with a
wounded line-up. We
probably would have won it
if we were healed," coach
Foster remarked.
Senior Molly Klinker •
won the final home match
of her career at WSU, and
she did it in exciting
fashion taking the match in
three sets.
"We are really going to
miss her, she has been
great to have on the team
these past few years,"
Foster said of her lone
senior. "It's too bad we
don't get to keep her."
The men's team will
travel to the University of
Wisconsin-Green Bay on
Friday.
The team will stay over
night to play UIC on Saturday for MCC competition.
In two weekends, both
teams hit the courts for the
MCC tournament.

Raider golfers have two great showings last weel gne-on-one

By Tony Arnold

armer

broke 300

played well. We

rounds of 76, 71, 73.
Colorado native Joe

Osmon finished 33° after

remember the last time we
did that. We were really

close, only six shots out of

Schones paced the
Raiders with rounds of 74

shooting rounds of 72, 75,
and 76.

first place," said Day.
Wright State hosted the

ninth.
Osmon carded scores

win22oater siooung every rod,which.tcat

Andrew Lewis shot one
under par to help the
Wright State Raiders to a
top five finish in Muncie,
Indiana.
.
The sophomore who
shot a hole-in-one earlier in
the year carded a 215 in
the outing and finished
tied for fifth individually.
Lewis fired back-to-back 71
rounds before coming back
with a 73.
Freshman Jesse

Hutchins produced a 17°

step closer. We are improv-

place performance, ending

Sophomore Billy Day

Ohio Collegiate Classic on

oz'adacaay.

[yrith Bob Schul

and 76 to finish tied for

By Justin Ross

of 76 and 75 to finish 14.

carded a 226 to finish tied

Monday and finished tied

forthird witha603.

14 place after shooting a

Day fired an opening
round of 70 before coming
back with 79s on the next
two rounds.
John Schones ended up

MCC rival Cleveland
State finished first in the
competition with a 597.
"The conditions were
not pleasant. We let it slip

72 and 79.
WSU returns to the golf
course this weekend at the
Cobra Firestone Classic in
Akron this weekend.

carding a 233.

in contention. Every tour-

season at the

for 41overall.

68 for the Raiders, after
"I thought the team

away. We lostit, but were

ney, we are getting one

Day joined Osmon in

They conclude their

MCC Champi-

onships, May 1-2 in Detroit.

Wright State rugby teams still in building process; drop tourney games
The Wright State men's
and women's rugby teams
played some hard-fought
gs, [Q[[[QS [AS
Saturday as
they competed
in the Tea Pot
. Dome Scandal
Tournament in
Marion, OH.
The men
played a
physical contest
with Ashland.
They ended up

By Jason Seaman
Sports Editor

]

«:

(dropping the

Blaze Baker in action for the men's rugby team.

game, 17-14,

after injuries took a toll on
the team. WSU lost their
second game to Kent State,

10-7.

"I thought our team came
out flat, but once we got our
game plan working, it started
to flow in our direction,"
commented center Mathias
Kohnen who scored all three
tries for the Raiders.
The women's team was
beat by Ashland in the first
game, 10-0, and then by Ohio
State, 10-0, later on that day.
"I thought the team
played really well this week-

•

end. We had five girls play in
their first game ever, and they
all did a really great job," said
flyhalf Kristy Weber. "So if
anyone is interested in rugby,
have them come out, and
we'll teach them all they need
to know."
The women will host
Muskingum College this
Friday at 5 p.m. in front of
the Fred A. White Health
· Center. The men will host
Ohio State University tentatively on Saturday at 11 a.m.
(Copy editor Aisha Gearig
contributed)

Staff Writer
Bob Schul is the head
coach of the Wright State
men's and women's crosscountry programs and now
also of the newly formed

indoor/outdoor women's

track team.
Schul won the 5,000
meters at the 1964 Olym-

pics in Tokyo, Japan, which
was held like all other
races at the time on a dirt
track.

He was the favorite to

win the race, and to this
day, the only American
ever to be favored to win

that race and actually SUUl,

winit.

di

I had the opportunity

to sit down and discuss

some questions with Coach

Schul.

We talked about the
new teams and about his
personal life and his

experiences.

Be sure to check out

the one-on-one interv'(ill I
conducted in next weex s
Guardian.
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RAIDER
CALENDAR

"46®

WED

THU
20

19

Eastern
Kentucky

. 6:30 p.m.

SOFTBALL

at
Ball
State

FRI
21

SAT
22

SUN
2

Urbana

MON

TUE

24

25

Raider Rap

at
Bowling
Green

6:30
p.m.

at
Butler*

UWGB
(DH)

at
Ohio State

(DH)

11 a.m.

(DH)

Remember to e-mail

WSUGuardian@Yahoo.com for your

Raider Rap responses.
"About Football: attendance at one sport does NOT
mean an increase at another. Men's basketball
averages 5,000 fans. Men's soccer, baseball, swimming and track far less (less than 1,000) in attendance - where'd the fans go? Support the teams we

at Cobra Firestone
Classic (Akron)

OLF

have first!"
MEN'S
TENNIS

at
UWGB*

at
UIC*

"I was at the baseball game last Wednesday, and
it was great to watch a game under the lights.
Once again, Wright State outclasses UD."

WOMEN'S
TENNIS
Home games in Bold.

MCC Game

(DH) Doubleheader

Do you have an idea for someone who should be chosen for the Raider Profile? Which
student-athlete would you like to read about? Any suggestions are welcomed, justdrop
an e-mail to WSUGuardian@yahoo.com and let us know who the people want to see!

Raider Profile

~

Warren Gavin

Junior, Men's tennis team
New Philadelphia, OH/ New Philadelphia H.S.

"Good Will Hunting"
Favorite TV show:
"The Howard Stern

Show"

Birthday:
September 6, 1979

Major: Pre-Med

Nickname: "Gav."
Why you chose
WSU: "I really liked
the team and the
coaching staff."
Favorite tennis
player:
John McEnroe
Favorite athlete:
Royce Gracie
Favorite sports
team: Cleveland
Indians
Favorite sport be· des tennis: BrazilJu Jitsu
Favorite court:
"Michigan State-the
pure size of it, and
it's a multi-million
dollar complex."
Favorite actor:
Robin Williams

«al@®rite actress:
Alyssa Milano
Favorite movie:

Last CD purchased:
"The Battle of Los Angeles" (Rage Against
the Machine)
Favorite musician:
Bob Dylan

Favorite song: "Time"
(Pink Floyd)

Favorite ice cream
flavor: Chocolate
peanut butter
Favorite restaurant:
Spaghetti Warehouse
Favorite food:
Crablegs
Favorite drink:
Milkshakes
Best book you've
read: "Bury My Heart
at Wounded Heart: An

Indian History of the

American West" (Dee
Brown)
Hobbies: "I skydive
and listen to a lot of
music."
Pet peeve: "Boy
bands."
Most memorable mo-

ment in tennis: "Last
year at MCCs, I won a
third set tie breaker."
Most embarrassing
moment in tennis: "In
high school, I threw
my racquet after a
match and almost hit a
lady in the face."
Part of your game
that needs improvement: "My transition
game."
Best part of your
game: "My mental
game."
Where do you see
yourself ten years
from now: "Finishing
up my residency."
Four famous people
you'd invite to dinner:
"Zack de la Rocha,
Alyssa Milano, Tank
Abbott and Jeffrey
Dalhmer."
Anyone in the world
you'd pick as a
doubles partner:
"Most people pick famous sports stars, but
I would pick my buddy
Mike Brush."

Cross country update
By Jason Seaman
Sports Editor
The Wright State
men's cross country
team competed in a
track meet to keep busy
as they traveled to
Wittenberg last Friday.
Freshman Justin Ross
placed second for eight
points to lead the Raiders in the 5,000 meter
race with a time of
15:32.
Junior Kevin
Lammers finished two
spots behind Ross for
fourth place in the same
race with a time of
15:39.
Sophomore Matt
Roessner placed sixth in
the 800 meters with a
time of 1:59.
Junior Matt Miller
also finished sixth in the
1,500 meters at 4:14.
Sophomore Eric
Roush also ran in the
1,500 meters .

The Wright State
women's cross country
team is keeping as busy
as well as they ran in the
Dayton Invitational on
Sunday.
Freshman Jessica
Kuhr finished in second
place in the 5,000 meters
at 18:02.

Sophomore Christina

Haverfield placed fifth in
the 5,000 meters at
20:20, and sophomore
Erin Wertalik finished
right behind in sixth
place at 22:01.
Freshman Cecy Kinne
took third place in the
3,000 meters sporting a
time of 11:16.
Sophomore Holly
Uber finished fifth in the
1,500 meters at 5:33.
Both Wright State
cross country teams will
be competing in more
track meets this spring
to stay in shape until
next fall when their
season resumes.
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onAllynHall.It you havequestions or
comments, please call Alan Smith at

nos.
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[Employment
Personal care for male
faculty in Beavercreek. $9
per hour, Early mornings 68am transportation
needed. Every other day, no
experience necessary. Call

775-4875

WORK WITH KIDS! HAVE
FUN! NEW HAMPSHIRE
GIRLS' CAMP SEEKS COUNSELORS: SOCCER, SOFTBALL, VOLLEYBALL, BASKETBALL, TENNIS, ART,
WATERSKI, SAILING,

SWIMMING, WSI, LIFEGUARDS, CANOEING,

WILDERNESS, GYMNASTICS, RIDING, DANCE,
CERAMICS, ARCHERY,
LACROSSE, PHOTO, YEARBOOK, ROCK CLIMBING,
ICESKATING, PIANO,
GROUP LEADERS & MORE!
TOP SALARY/TRAVEL,
ROOM/BOARD. WICOSUTA:

1-800-846-9426 APPLY

ONLINE:

WWW.CAMPWICOSUTA.COM
Summer Childcare
Needed- Looking for
childcare for two children,
ages 3 and 6 in our home, 4
days per week, June 12 into
August. Good pay, good
kids, pool membership,
great neighborhood. 7:305:30. Must have a car and
good references. Call 3209337 for an interview.
Sunday food service Coordinator- downtown church
needs person to oversee
food service on Sunday
mornings. Duties include
making coffee and punch,
assembling snacks, and
clean-up. 8 am to 1 pm.
Additional hours may be
available. Call Jeff

Butterworth, 223-7285.

Childcare needed for 8 and
12 year old boys in our
Springboro home. Early
June-late August. Typical
hours 7:30 am-5:30pm
Mon.-Thurs. Some Friday's
needed. Benefits include
pool access and Kings
Island season pass. Drivers

license req'd. Call 513-748-

0997 or email
monte@erinet.com.

NCR Country Club Is Hiring
for Bartenders, Servers,
Banquet Staff. Full Time
and Part Time Positions.
Please call (93 7) 643-6969
or apply at 4435 Dogwood
Trail, Kettering, Ohio.
Located off Stroop Road,
One Mile West of State
Route 48
Great Opportunity Earn
Extra Money for Spring
Break or Summer. Servers
needed both day and night
shift. Flexible schedules.
Insurance benefits available. Join a winning team!
Apply in person:
Damon's Fairborn
800 N. Broad
Fairborn. Ohio 45324
Customer Service Assistant- Local National Transportation Company has an
immediate opening in their
Customer Service Department. Applicant must have
good communication skills,
be computer literate, be
able to work in a fast paced
environment, and be able
to work the weekends.
Please send resume by
Email to

jcooper@usxpress.com or
mail resume to US Xpress,

Attn: Human ResourcesCSA, 5 5 Victory's Safety
Lane, Medway, OH 45341.
EARN UP TO $10/HR- Now
hiring pizza makers,
delivery drivers, Shift
managers, and phone/
counter personnel. Apply
at MARCO'S PIZZA 310 N.
Broad St., Fairborn or 1030
Patterson Rd., Dayton.
Looking for two reliable
female daycare watchers to
alternate weeks for 11-

year-old boy and 9-year-old
girl. Required 7 nights
guaranteed weekly. Night
hours 9 pm-7am. Will not
interfere with class schedule. Unlimited access to
food, TVs, stereos, bed; fun
environment. No men in
unit. $75 weekly pay. Call
Angela in Kettering at 2970865.
Bank on getting a tan this
summer working outside
with other students! Earn

up to $9-13 an hour.

Various positions available.
For information or to apply
online see our website at
www.universitypainters.com

Classifie
Yard work, odd jobs,
mowing. Flexible schedule
and hours experience near
WSU $7.00 per hour. 4263089.
Personal Care Attendantneeded for fall quarter
2000!! Earn extra SS caring
for adult male student with
cerebal palsy. Good payflexible hours will train call

937-7 75-6289.

Childcare needed for 6
month old. Two days a
week in Kettering home.
Call Kelly Welsh at 937-

436-6037.

Office Assistant- Established local company
looking to hire office
person. Must have good
organization and computer
skills. Job offers 25-40
hours per week along with
flexible schedule and good
pay. Call 461-6028.

ABORTIONS TO 24 WEEKS.
Private practice Low FeesPrompt Appointments.
WOMEN'S MED CENTER
2 9 3 - 3 91 7.
www.womenmedservices.com
CONSIDERING ABORTION?
Information on a woman's
choices. Your health and
safety are important to us.
Free pregnancy testing and
medical exams. Call Miami
Valley Women's Center

298-2822.

$FUNDRAISER$ Open to
student groups and organizations. Earn $ 5 per MC
app. We supply all materials at no cost. Call for info
or visit our website.

1-800-932-0528 x65

www.ocmconcepts.com

<r
®
PREGNANT?...FIRST OFTION provides Professional
Counseling for difficult
pregnancy decisions. Our
services provide accurate
information about all
options, including
parenting and adoption.
Your complimentary
consultation is strictly
confidential. Call Michelle
Acra, M.S., LPCC at (93 7)

abori@

427-3447. Conveniently

located at 3973 DaytonXenia Rd., Beavercreek
(near Fairfield Commons
Mall).
Looking for a place to live?
www.housing 10 I .net ...
Your move off campus!
Search for apartments.
Free roommate sublet
listings.

Campus Shuttle
Schedule 2000

Summer Jobs! Now hiring!

Earn $320-620 per week

this summer in your home
town. Work outside 40
hours per week. Business
internships available.
Apply online at

www.collegecrafts.com or

call 1-800-589-9444 College
Craft Enterprises.

Child Care:Summer-NonSmoker with Car. 8 year old
girl. Full or part time hours
possible. Student with early
childhood education a
plus-not necessary.
Oakwood. Home: 299-6366

or work 208-2711.

Childcare needed in
Centerville-Spring and/or
Summer; nonsmoker;
provide own transportation
with flexible hours according to your schedule;
approximately 15 hours
each week in combination
of days and evenings; pay
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BOXES!

Immediately Available: 1
bedroom apartment at
Maple View. Will give $100
cash plus $200 deposit for
Aoving in. Rent $44 7/

g!:h. Call 223-8050,

Katya.
Walking Distance to WSU 2
BR OFF Campus Forest
Lane. 937-879-5184.

Travel

Canon AE-! Program 3 5mm
Camera. Includes 50 mm
fl.8 lens. VGC-clean. $200.
Original Canon FD lenses
also available: 28mm f2.8
wide-angle, GC, $100. 70200mm f4.5 macro zoom,
VGC, $150. Call Phil 2531912.
Iomega 1 GB J az cartridges
(6). New, unopened, IBMformatted. $75 each. Call
Phil at 253-1912.

BOXES!

BOXES! BOXES!

The Guardian 19

BOXES! BOXES!

GOING HOME FOR THE SUMMER?

Public Storage

PUTTING YOUR STUFF IN STORAGE?
RELOCATING AFTER GRADUATION?

3560 Needmore Rd.
Dayton, OH 45415

937-233-2492

WE HAVE STUDENT STORAGE PAKS:

5 SMALL BOXES
3 MEDIUM BOXES
2 LARGE BOXES

2 LARGE ROLLS OF TAPE

*TRUCK RENTALS:

$39.99 (SAVINGS OF 21 %)

$29.95 SPECIAL RATE
1/2 DAY RENTALS/ FREE MILEAGE

Need to sell
or buy a car?

Spring Break Specials!
Bahamas Party cruise five
days $279! Include Meals!
Awesome beaches, night
life! Cancun & Jamaica 7
Nights From $399! Florida
$l29www.springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Find a place to
live? Get a job?

*STUDENT SPECIAL:

*FREE DELIVERY ON BOXES
AND PACKING SUPPLIES
ORDERS OF $50 OR MORE.
(WITHIN 16 MILE RADIUS)

3 MONTHS OF STORAGE (6X6)
1 STUDENT STORAGE PAK
1 HEAVY DUTY LOCK
ALL FOR $99 (PLUS TAX)

Look no further than

The
Guardian

**WE ACCEPT CREDIT CARDS**

classifieds.

CAMPUS SHUTTLE SCHEDULES 2000
Route 2 Monday - Friday Until 6:55PM

Route 1 Monday - Thursday Until 10:05PM and Friday Until 6:05PM
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MCLIN GYM
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Great Food. Great Beer.
Looking For Great People!

Now Hiring!

$45 including tax

On Campus

Cutting-edge

Complete!

Opportunity for
full-Time after Graduation

For Your Spring 2000 Formal Dance
Includes:
Coat, Pants, Shi rt, Vest, Shoes

Hiring low for
Summer 1./orJall

Earn Good Money!
Part Time and Full Time,

Flexible Schedules,

ONLY

Part-Time

Get Prepared now!

Apply On-line:

www.wizeup.com/rep

2 Locations:
WSU Shoppes II, across from WSU:
2808 Colonel Glenn Hwy.
Fairborn, OH 45324

426-9080
45 W. Alex-Bell Rd.
@1-675 and S.R.48 in Centerville

D1G:TAL TEXTBOOKS

Kettering. Dayton: 1827
Dayton, OH 45429

East Stroop Rd.

293-9779

WSU PHARMACY
Located in the Lobb of the Frederick White Center"

Reasons Why WSU PHARMACY is the ONLY Pharmacy

You'll Ever Need:
Easy To Transfer Prescriptions

Hours:

Monday - Friday
9:111■ -5:30 pm

0 Accepts 9 5% Of Insurance Plans

PHONE: 775-3414
FAX: 775-2167

Faculty & Staff Parking Available
D FREE Patient Parking In Front Of Fred White
(With Easy Campus Access Through Rear of Building)

Also Located in Fred White:

+

Internal Medicine
X4580

